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Yemeni Arabic transcript: 
 

�ف: س�؟  () ا&%" 456"/ر ا&2,ی0/�).-%, &+*  ()()  ا&%�م #"!  �  
�L .M N�IK/ل AIJ ات F@G ا&D4�%%  #  بD4 ا456C"/ر ا&2,ی/0�AB( ا&@) أ-, أول ?/..# أول ش) أآ;, و آ2%,، و() *.-%,: ل

�&) #,ة R5K5#%  أآ;, #  أصR/ب ا& #,ة یP4)ا&D4�%%  آ/��ا یP4) #,ةT* /"زی (P4ب%%  ی,V5# ل/"�. N�L  %@5R# ا� M�WX آ/�
/PR� ا��ا أ�. ا&2,ی0/�%%  أ?5@&�Tی  /P%@G ا� #/ یP"X/ش ا&�\  #/ أن �R5K5# /P/PR%  زایG D  ا&@Zوم وأصR/ب ا&�"/ل دای"/ ی5!@"

 AB/? ش أي/P"Xی/Pآ /PR� N�Cو ...N�M(و آ_ ش /P5%@TG %%  و `%,وا�ا&2,ی0/ /PR� ا456",وا  . Wي #  أهDهbر ا&@) ا-, ا/*
.P%@G/ ا456C"/ر  

 
fم، �W@!5 ب@4,ب)، بe () آ@"/ت #d "/ت أ`@c ا&!#XP/ #  بD4 ا456C"/ر، أ`@c ا&!@ وبD4ی  آ"/ن #  ا&B/R/ت ا&@) ا*;,�/ 

gBأ  %)  # A)ر/G d# ،A%ب,G .) A#Z? ل�TPب �& f;# (P4ل  ی�TPس، ب��س، # " بDPل"@@) A"@آ  bundle . /PR� k#  یD4وب
 () �&",K!&رة"ا/%l&ا m? ،وقDPI&ا m? ،رة/%l&ا m? 0/ءV&ا  N%@G ل�T� ،" ر�5%, () () آ@"/ت آ...وcover .C#  " آ

(P4ی /PR� DPG ،,%5آ@"/ت آ d&�T� /# ") #,ة�ل " */�T�again . _آ N�أ d# آ@"/ت Aی�% 99 آP#f/ یP4) ...یP4) () ش
�یP4) () آ@"/ت بX%Jf5/. ا�Z%@sي% G1,ب) و & F5?  .. d%),4*/#/X%54"6 ��&%d أ�X/  أول #,ة  &T5ب /# N�M ،AیZ%@s�ا

�ل bundle G `%,�/ه/، #;f زيT�  N%@"لDPب"AیZ%@s�Cا AV@&ا  # /X@أص fأص eب (P4ی  . 
  

tوآ"/ن صe45",ی  بl# /Pآ /PR� ن انDG ر�5�DG () FKن .  () �eK ا&�gJ ا456C"/ر \l# ,2أآ /PR� DPG () (P4ی
u%ابZ%&ا A!@"&ا NPPري ا&@) ب�X"s&ا FK�5l"&ن #  أو .  اCا DR&,2ت آ/%K�5l# ري�X"s&ا FK�5l"&ا Aری�X"s&س  ا/P&ا c@`أ

(#�!? FK�5l# N�M ك/PهC ا��ا X%@G/ دیw اMی/م .ی,و?x)/? (@&ا Wه Z%@s�Cا ،yری/XI&ص%,ة و ا A4@J و .  وآ"/ن eK� ()
gJ��/ن آzD ا&%"P%%  یP4) صt أ�WX آ/��ا #45l",ی  ب () e�eK ا&�gJا&G آ"/ن WX�ا أ�lRی Z%@s�{&  %P5"# (P4ی .  

DPG ن/%@# () gJ��د () DGن و بeKP ا&P/ ه�د .  �PX&أ`@2ا WX ا�Bو  أ DPX&456"/ر آ/ن أ456", اLا N�M 456"/رLأی/م (5,ة ا
gJ��ا &D4ن. أ456", ا&%"  () �eK ا&Bد أ�PX&ا c@`أ zDن آ/�G .# يDX)أ (@&ت ا/B/R&أآ;, ا  .*%) ت,-/XنDG .  

�J وآ"/ن و ب/&Dات أهW ش) ا&@) أ*.-,ت (%DG Nن  أA%@T4&ا w&،(P4ی ,!K�  R� (P4ب&"/  ی ()��5 ()��أ#) آ%| *K!, و&� ب5
  بN5PN5P *,وح C#,ی!/ *Dرس وC ب5{@) یP4) أ#) #;f بK5!, ب5{@) ب.  #  ص4P/ء *z,%!K #{5@| #,ةو?Dة () G", أ#)

 (�� () و?Dة.. خ/C*) و أ`@K%c!, وب*Dرس &"/ *!"_ ا&A4#/s و *Dور شV_ و *�V5_ وأب) �eK ا&& e4/بPص ()  d%@}5ء #/ب
_"!* F5? /X5Pب،WX@آ d# .  

 
?f5ب �& F5? ن وDG () k"5s"&ا ،NlK� k"5s"&ا (x- () k"5s"&ا  G W@!*) د?%  &"/ أ�ن أDG F@G k"5s# F@G W@!*ي أDIJ 

)، د?%  بDأت اCخf5(/ت *,وح، B f5#%@) أ�.. د?%  ا&s%_. خ"Al وأرب4%  یP4) ا&@) هW د?%  أG"/رهW أربB-   %4%_ أ#)
�ا وR5K5ؤا یDد?%  ب WX2@`ا وأ�بe .  و آ_ ش) بDؤا ی,و?�ا ا&s/#4/ت&� () بG () gP",ي () ص4P/ء أ`@WX%@IR* WX2 یDر6

 Wی,R&ا c@`أ (Jf5أ#) ب _%B 4/ء أأی/مPأ#) () ص ,"G  #ت��ش، أ`@WX2 رب/ت ب%@V5�% 70 یP4) بDRود ی"! . `@WX2 #/ی
�ش#  ا&4PI/�%/ت l&/B%  () ا&2%% 80أو @V5�أو % 60 ی"!   بDRود&!  () DGن ا&DG () ،e!4ن. �ت ی,ب�ا WX&/%G #/ی
�ا، یP4) رب/ت ب%�ت و() �eK ا&�f#/G gJت% 70@V5� l&/B%  () ا&%2�ت، و ?F5 ه/دو�/ ا&@)  ا&@) هWوش�یJ A@%_ بe. ی

�ل .  شV_روا یDو*l&/B WX%@IR%  () ا&%2�ت T�  !"ی"! و یd%)/# N�M _Vن شDG ()  ، ورواDی WX%@IR* WX2@`أ zDن آ/�G
   . شV_، یP4) آ_ ا&4�ا#_ #k ب�4 خ@DG gن زي DGن وص4P/ء زي ص4P/ء

 
English translation: 
 
S: Can we see the influence of British colonization in Yemen nowadays? 
L: There is a big influence. The most obvious result is the issue of separation of the south. 
Adenis were very westernized, way more liberal than people of the north. This is because of the 
British occupation of Aden. Many people from the north say that Adenis are too liberal and that 
they don’t care for the country or anything because their mentality was changed by the 
occupation. 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


The words of the language were also influenced by the occupation. We speak Arabic, but there 
are some words that don’t have an Arabic origin, I don’t know where they came from. For 
example, instead of saying hozma foloos, we say bandal foloos1, [coming] from the word bundle. 
We also call the cover of the trunk of a car Kawar, from the word cover. We don’t say tani 
marah but we say again instead. I mean 99% of our speech is in Arabic and 1% is in English. I 
mean there are words that if you hear you wouldn’t believe they are English words because we 
changed the way they sound. Like the word bundle we call it bandal, but it originally comes 
from the English language.  
 
It’s true that we were occupied but this occupation has improved Aden. I mean we have the 
biggest hospital in Aden. Al-Jamhory hospital was built by Queen Elizabeth. Until now it has 
been considered one of the biggest hospitals in Yemen where most people go since it is public. 
Sera castle and Aden tanks were preserved by English people as well. It’s true that Yemenis had 
their land occupied by British people but they feel somewhat grateful for them. 
There are also a lot of Indians in Aden; most of them came in the time of occupation since 
Britain occupied both India and Yemen.  
 
One of the most important influences was the change of mentality. I mean if you notice the way 
my mother thinks and the way another woman from Sana’a of my mother’s age thinks, they are 
very different. My mother would let her daughter go and study abroad in the US, or she will let 
her study until she finishes college and then look for a job and work. My father would think the 
same, too. However, a woman from Sana’a wouldn’t let her daughter finish school; not all 
women from Sana’a would do the same, however. 
 
You can even notice the differences on the level of society; I mean by society the people of my 
mother’s generation, people who are forty or forty-five years old. Nowadays most differences are 
starting to fade away. For example, girls of my age in Sana’a go to college and study. However, 
women of my mother’s generation in Sana’a don’t work, most of them are housewives. About 
70% of them stay home and take care of their children. In Aden, on the contrary, there are about 
60% of women working; I mean they are housewives and they have jobs at the same time. There 
aren’t many women staying home, even those who are staying home are looking for jobs. Maybe 
they are sitting at home because there aren’t a lot of jobs around. I mean all factors together 
made Sana’a what it is and Aden what it is. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Foloos: the Arabic word for money. 
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